
Technlcal Speclf lcatlons. Fower requirement

HeaW Duty High Speed Circular Saw.
From SOkW(4oHP)

Length of table (standard machine) 8m(26'3")

665mm(253,6")

385mm(14rlr") heavy duty high speed circular sawWorking léngth overall 18.5m(60'8")

Max. width of flitch (standard machine) 750mm(29lz"l Towing length overall (excluding towing bar) 5.9m(19'4")

85Omm(337¿") Towing width overall 2.27m(7'sVr"l Log conversion, edging & resawing.
Static or mobile.
High speed hydraulic feed table (O-lOOm/min).
Hydraulic feed & pressure roller.
One-man operation.
Electric, diesel or PTO powered.
Hydraulic log loading (mobile version).

61Omm(24") Towing height overall (with canopy) 2.74m(9'l

12AOmm(471h"1 Min. working height 810mm(32")

0-1OOm(328tt)/min. Weight(netunpacked) 4600k9

54orpm Shipping: Machine can be shipped in a 6m container

HDHSCS/I/10S1

lmp€rial conversions ar€ approximate, Forestor i8 a r€gist€red trad€mark

Elecause we desire to incorporate improv€m€nls whenever possibþ we reserve
the right to change specifkxtions or d€s¡gn at any time withot¡t notice and
without incuning obligation.

Because of our policy of cont¡nuous improromsnt some photogrâphs may show
€quipm€nt which has rrcw changed.

All goods sold are subi€ct to our standard condit¡ons of sâl€ accompanying our
quotation.
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Anton Mill, Anton Mill Lane, Andover, Hants. SPIO 2NW, England.
Telephone: Andover (02641 334142.
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Fax: Andor¡er (0264) 334145. \S
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS & A LEADING MANUFACTURER OF MACHINERY
FOR SAWMILL, FORESTRY & FARM WOODI.AND USE.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS & A LEADING MANUFA.CTURER OF MACHINERY
FOR SAWMILL, FORESTRY & FARM WOODLAND USE.

Max. he¡ght of cut 445mm(17th"l

Max. width of cut 275mm(1OTa"l Width of table (overall)

Max. length of cut (not using deflector) 8m(26'3") (front)

(using defl€ctor) 6m(19'6")

(with optional wider op€n¡ng rad¡al arm)

Max. diam. of log

Max. blade size

Fe€d spe€d

PTO speed

ALSO AVAILABLE
'Standard' High Speed Circular Saw.

For those situations where the requirement is for a lighter duty
machine, where production is mostly softwood and where there is
a need for towing by a small vehicle, we offer the Forestor
'Stiandard' High Speed Circular Saw.

Although there are detail differences between this and the heavy
duty machine, and it is of lighter construction, the wod<ing
characteristics are very similar.

Technlcal Speclflcåtlons. Feed speed 0-10Om(328ft)/min.

Max. height of cut 370mm(141h"l PTO speed (approx.) 1 1OOrpm

Max. width of cut 30Omm(11%") Fower requirements PTO min. 40kw(54HP)

Max, length of cut 7.5m(24'7") Min. tractor hydraulic capacity (Note 1) 30Vmin.

Max. diam. of log 50Omm(197¿") Electric motor (Nofe 2.f 3o-37kW(¿rO-5OHP)

Max. blade s¡ze 10OOmm(39%") Diesel engine lNote 2) ¿lo-50kW(54-68HP)

l-€ngth of tablê 7.5m(24'7"1
Note: 1. lf the hydraulic capacity of the tractor ¡s too low, hydraulic pump
equ¡pment can be supplied to increase it.

Note: 2. lf electric or diesel power is used than the add¡tional hydraulíc
powerpack is needed.

Width of table (overall) 600mm(23%")

(front) 320mm(12lz"l

Working length overall 12.5m(4'l'l

Towing length overall (excl. tow bar) 7.5m(24'7"1 Working height of table from ground 6@-9OOmm(23!r-35Vr'l

ïowing width overall 1.92m(6'3V2"1 We¡ght (net unpacked) 1 75okg

Towing height overall 1.55m(5'1") Shipping: Approx. dimensions 7.5m x 1.35m x 1.4m. Approx. weight 2OOOkg.

Distr¡fu)tot: Distrifuttor:



There are many features on this heavy
duty circular saw which make it stand out
from the rest. But the most striking is its
speed of operatlon.

The powerful hydraulic feed and pressure
roller keeps the timber firmly pressed
against the fence for safe and accurate
cutting. lt is synchronised with the
hydraulic table to give extremely fast
acceleration and rapid feed speed
(0-1 0Om/0-328ft per min).

This, plus the centralised operating
position, which enables the operator to
control the sawmill without having to
change position, makes for very fast
working.

With only one-man operation, round logs
can be broken down, straight line edged
and resawn - all on the same machine at
a remarkably high production rate.

The Forestor heavy duty high speed
circular saw was developed because all
existing similar machines are of lighter
weight construction and not strong
enough for the tough conditions of some
overseas markets where in addition to
heavy softwoods, heavy and dense
tropical hardwoods need to be sawn.

It is constructed of steel channel section,
with all rollers and associated features of
equally heavy duty construction. This
gives prolonged working life in very tough
environments.

Power Transmission.
Power can be fed to the unit in two ways:

(1 ). Via a belt drive from an electric motor,
diesel or petrol engine to the saw imput
shaft. This also powers the hydraulics. The
input shaft is keywayed to accept most
popular makes of taper-bush pulleys.

(2). Via a PTO (power take off) shaft
connected to a tractor or cross country
vehicle. This drives the hydraulics as well
as the circular saw blade. The one
connection is all that is needed to make
the sawmillfully operational. ffhe
hydraulics operating the raising and
lowering of the towing wheels need direct
coupling to the tractor hydraulics.)

Method (1) would normally be used on the
static version while (2) would usually be
used on a mobile unit.

Power Operated Moving Table.
The hydraulically operated feed table is
8m(26ft) long, enabling logs and flitches
up to this length to be sawn. Longer or
shoñer tables can be supplied to special
order. The table is constructed with large
slots which help keep it clear by allowing
small pieces of waste wood to fall
through.

Hydraulic Variable Speed Feed.
The rate of the hydraulic feed is infinitely
variable between 0-1 00m(0-328ft) per
minute. The acceleration of the table is
extremely rapid, with deceleration to match.

Hydraulic Feed & Pressure Roller.
This is a feature normally only found on
band resaws where accuracy and high
productivity are the criteria. An
hydraulically driven toothed feed roller,
housed in a radial arm, presses the timber
firmly against the roller fence. The speed
of the pressure roller is synchronised with
the speed of the table feed.

With this method, the driven roller aids the
feed and increases safety because the
operator does not have to push the timber
by hand against the fence. The holding
pressure and the opening of the arm is
hydraulically operated.

Blade Guides.
These are friction-free and fully adjustable
by two handwheels mounted outside the
frame near the operator's hand. This
means they can be adjusted, while the
saw blade is in motion, without having to
reach over the blade.

Fence Setting.
Fence setting is hydraulically controlled
and infinitely variable from zero to a
maximum of 275mm(1 O3lcins).

Controls.
All the controls are grouped for easy
operation from the one position. For
safety, the feed lever is spring loaded to
return to the neutral position.

(fop left.) The deflector arm can be lowered by the operator to prevent
sawn t¡mber returning with the table.

ïop centre.) Ihrs sfiows the operating linkage which lifts the'pop-up'
rollers on the table, enabling heavy flitches to be easily moved sideways
across the table.
(Left.) A tractorpowered mobile sef-up. Logs have bæn built up in the
'loreground to Íorm a log loading deck.
(Above.) Hydraulic feed and pressure rollers swing in on a radial arm to
hold the timber Íirmly against the roller fence.

(Top & bottom left.) Viewed lrom both srdes fhese show the High Speed Circular Saw belng used as a primary break-down saw. On one side, logs are led to
the machine on a moving log deck, white on the other the sawn slabs are carried away by another deck tor cross cutting and resawing. (Right.) This unit is

teamed with a Forestor-l50 bandsaw to Íorm a small mill layout. lt is used to straight line edge and resaw timber broken down on the bandsaw.

Flipper Bars.
These are bars which can be very handily
'flipped' up, from the operators position, to
throw off lightweight waste timber.

Timber Handling.
The machine is provided with a deflector
arm which can be closed by the operator
to deflect sawn timber which the operator
does not want returned with the table. This
timber can be handled according to the
degree of automation employed. lt also
means that an assistant does not have to
try and keep pace with the machine.

'Pop-up' Rollers (Optional).
Sets of rollers are mounted at 1m intervals
along the table, at right angles to the
sawing line. They lie below the surface but
can be hydraulically raised to enable
heavy flat-faced timber to be moved easily
sideways across the table.

Storage Area.
There is a storage area, in front of the
operator, where sawn flitches can be held.
This enables the operator and his
assistant to easily reach and position
them for resawing. Resawing can of
course be done with several flitches
stacked together.

Log Grips.
Hooks are supplied which fasten quickly
to the table to hold the log firmly in place
for the initial cut or to hold heavy flitches
to keep the first cut straight.

Adjustable Leg Supports.
When the machine is set up for working it
is supported on adjustable legs. These
have coarse and fine adjustment for
levelling and for seüing up at the desired
height.

Top Blade Guard.
This hinges upward for easy access to the
blade and to accommodate oversize
timber and logs. lt is adjustable for height.

Sawdust Extraction.
A fan and ducting carry the sawdust clear
of the machine. Static models can be
connected to dust extraction systems.

Heavy Duty Construct¡on.
It is a heavy duty industrial machine
constructed of steel channel section to
give the best possible strength to weight
ratio and maximum resistance to shock
loading.

Tool Box.
A built-in tool box conveniently holds all
the necessary tools.

MOBILE MODEL.
The mobile version of the Forestor Heavy
Duty High Speed Circular Saw is identical
to the static model except that it is fitted
as standard with agricultural wheels and
towing bar. (Separate road wheels, with
braking mechanism, are available for
highway use.)

Easy Transportability.
The unit can be quickly and easily moved
and set up. For towing, the sawmill breaks
down into sections. The main frame
consists of a 5.9m(19ft 4ins) long centre
section (on which the towing wheels are
mounted) and smaller sections 2.27m
(7ft 5%ins) long. The table also splits up
into sections. All the smaller sections are
secured and carried on the main centre
section.

The towing wheels can be raised and
lowered hydraulically. They are suitable

for all agricultural towing including towing
over rough terrain. The hydraulic raising
and lowering gives good ground
clearance and makes setting-up easy, at
the chosen working height.

ldealWorking Height.
The minimum working height of the table
is only 810mm(32ins). The adjustable legs
allow considerable variation to suit
individual needs. This gives a comfortable
range of working heights and makes
loading of the timber an easy operation.

Hydraulic Log Loading (Optional).
Log lifting arms, which are hydraulically
raised and lowered, can be fitted to the
mobile machine. This optional extra
makes log loading easy and effortless.

Weather Protection Canopy.
For outdoor use the unit can be supplied
with a weather protection canopy and
back-drop. This provides much better
working conditions in adverse weather.

Safety.
The machine fully conforms to current
U.K. safety regulations. However, in the
transportable model, where the power can
be taken from a variety of vehicles,
measures must be taken to provide a
control for emergency stopping of the
power unit.

Portable Sharpener (Optional).
A portable sharpener, which runs off a car
type battery, can be supplied to sharpen
the blade in situ. (lt can not be used on
blades which do not have inseñed teeth.)Fp'-
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